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1.   An acceleration of change in safety 
management.

There’s a seismic change happening in health and safety, with 
all those in the H & S profession playing a much bigger role in 
the success of businesses over the past 18 months.

Digital transformation has been taking place across many functions within organisations 

over the past decade.  ‘Digitisation’ has been an enabler of rapid change and it’s 

no different when it comes to supporting the revolution within health and safety 

management across all businesses and sectors. This has been accelerated dramatically 

due to the pandemic, driven by the need for workers to be safer in our new hybrid way of 

working and put even greater focus on the importance of health, safety and wellbeing of 

the workforce.

Digitisation is being endorsed by Health & Safety professionals and CEOs alike as being 

a highly efficient way to support the running of their business whilst protecting and 

engaging their workforce. Eliminating high-touch, manual-based tasks which historically 

may have led to duplication of effort, errors being made and problems with audits is not 

only smart practice but easier than you may think to achieve, given the software and 

service options on the market. 

Changing from using more traditional tools (such as pen and paper or spreadsheets) 

to digital workflows which are rich in data is critical in supporting organisations in 

building a culture of safety and removing the perceptions that existed of the ‘clipboard 

carrying’ health and safety function of old.  With software applications being easy to 

onboard and simple to use, workers find them incredibly straightforward to adopt and 

engage.  Providers of digital safety solutions who understand the importance of colleague 

Business Adoption
89% of all companies have already adopted 

a digital-first business strategy or plan to do so. 
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engagement and adoption spend significant sums on ensuring their tools are intuitive for 

all users.  

Just as important however is the power of real-time data in providing immediate 

feedback to workers – leading to higher levels of engagement.  They can see their feedback 

is valued and acted upon, which encourages continued adoption.

With digital solutions, decision-making vastly improves. With cross-platform health and 

safety data pulled into one place, information can be triangulated to provide insight into 

challenges across locations, teams and geographies, that enable a laser-focused approach 

to be taken to resolve those issues proactively keeping your colleagues safe.  As the data 

for most of these tools is held in the cloud, it leads to simpler cross-functional reporting 

too – bringing in information from areas such as Human Resources into a central business 

intelligence reporting tool to really unleash the power of data within your business. 

Smart digital software eliminates high-touch, 

inefficient, manual tasks.
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2.   Health & Safety. The latest stats you need 
to know.  

Globally:

UK: 

It’s not just about the safety, wellbeing and happiness of your workforce. It’s also about 

the health of your business, your safety culture and making sure you are compliant 

to avoid legal fees, fines, increasing insurance premiums and severe consequences for 

organisations and individuals! 

The cost of these 

injuries and 
deaths 
is estimated at 

4% of lost 
global GDP 
$2.8 trillion

Every 15 seconds 

a worker 
dies from a  
work related 
accident or 
disease.

Every 15 seconds 

151 workers 
have a 
work
related 
accident.

1.6 million 
cases of 
work related
ill health per 
year at a cost of
£10.6 billion

Resulting in 
28.8 million 
working days 
lost at a cost of 
£16.2 billion

0.7 million 
workers 
sustain work-
related injuries 
per year at a 
cost of 
£5.6 billion
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3.   Embracing a digital future. 

In today’s working environment, to achieve a healthy, happy 
and sustainable business it’s time to:

• Implement tools that are enablers for health and safety best practice 

• Involve the whole company in your health and safety culture

• Anchor everyone in the business with your ‘why’ – engage everyone in the purpose

• Root out time-wasting manual processes

• Use the power of the data within your business to much greater effect

• Be future-fit when it comes to safety and compliance

Being ‘future-fit’ will ensure that you are in a position to be able to adopt all of the 

technological advancements that are taking place in the sector which drive a safer 

environment for your colleagues, whilst doing so in a way that drives efficiency. Using 

smart safety software cloud solutions can deliver this for you. Cloud solutions give your 

business access to critical data from any location and at any time, allowing you to easily 

receive, manage and track incidents in real time via interactive dashboards. You can be 

‘open all hours’ for everyone  – wherever they are located throughout the world. You 

no longer need to act as an on-call archive service with precious time spent manually 

completing safety forms or searching for audit trails.

Having data you can trust and a technology platform that supports your workforce in 

maximising their safety means your workers can be at their most productive. Should they 

need it, they can report an accident or incident in seconds - and you can manage that 

report through to resolution efficiently, automating the actions to individuals as required 

within your business based on simple configuration rules.
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4.  It’s easier than you think to go digital.

Adapting to change can be a challenge in most businesses, 
and the radical changes that digitalisation is bringing into the 
health and safety industry will be no different. 

Therefore it’s important to review the latest safety software on offer and see which is 

the right fit for your business and meets your needs. Many will offer a free trial so you 

can experience the features first-hand. Whether for incident management, audits and 

inspections or risk assessments - simplicity of use, smart dashboards displaying real-time 

data and an exceptionally responsive and friendly back-up service team are a must. 

Future-fit businesses that have switched their safety management to digital are already 

seeing a return in cost savings, time savings, an increase in work productivity and an 

increase in safety culture engagement. With most providers using a ‘cloud-first’ approach 

in the development of their solutions, gone are the days of complicated infrastructure 

programmes or significant investments in servers to host solutions – this is now usually 

taken care of by your provider.

Audits, Checklists 
and Inspections 

Module (NotifyAI)

Risk 
Management

Module (Notify RA)

Incident Reporting 
and Management
Module (NotifyIM)

Advanced
Dashboards

Action
 Tracking

An integrated digital health and safety solution, 

with all modules feeding into smart dashboards.
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Incident management, audits and safety checks, risk assessments; all of these should be 

digitised to make your workforce and your business safer, healthier, happier and more 

productive.

The flow of critical health and safety information across the business
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5.   Digital is the future of health and safety 
at work.

A digital solution means you have an instant advantage in improved accessibility, 

traceability and intelligence sharing and should include the following:

• Workers can immediately report incidents from their mobile from any location

• Manage and track incident reports quickly and efficiently through to resolution 

• Use real-time data and insights to identify the high-risk areas

• Automate and schedule audits and risk assessments

•  Show employees you truly value their safety and wellbeing by investing in  

smart tools

• Engage your entire workforce in your safety culture

• Enable workers to inform you instantly about hazards they spot

•   R educe concerns about compliance, legal issues and fees with complete digital

 documentation audit trail

• Remove the need for paperwork entirely, increase efficiency and be sustainable

•  Documents are at your fingertips with filters and keyword searches, with a secure 

login anywhere in the world.

Moving to a digital solution, it’s not  
uncommon to see a four-fold increase  

in near miss reporting.

For the golfers out there, a near miss could be thought of as a mulligan!  A second chance 

to perform an action from the same position where you may have made an error or had a 

stroke of bad luck without penalty.  With organisations seeing a four-fold increase in near 

miss reporting through digitalisation, these are ‘free-shots’ to identify the things you need 

to put right to ensure you bring your A-Game at all times to your business and colleagues.
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6.   Stop holding back your business. Start 
using your time more effectively. 

A shift from pen and paper or spreadsheet tools to using purpose-built safety software 

solutions is sometimes delayed in organisations due to a fear of change.  In addition, those 

using outdated solutions can often believe that they are ‘fit for purpose’.  Digitalising 

your health and safety doesn’t remove roles from an organisation. It allows your team to 

focus on what they do best, putting the welfare of colleagues at the centre of what they 

do and adding greater value to their business.  Automation of activities such as board 

reporting data, intelligent dashboards (which provide safety heat-spots) and machine 

learning (which begins to shift the needle from reactive to proactive identification of risk) 

enable professionals to focus their time on demonstrating the real value they bring to the 

business.  

The role of health and safety is evolving.  We all recall the personnel department, the 

bean-counters in accounts and the legal teams telling us what we could and couldn’t do.  

Over the years, those functions have transformed themselves and been replaced by HR 

Business Partners, Commercial Finance Business Partners and Legal Partners.  Where 

health and safety is inefficient or arguably not as effective in an organisation, it’s often 

because they follow the principles of old – as a function purely to ‘police’ policies and 

compliance and to get companies out of difficulty if an incident does unfortunately occur.

The future-thinking members of the health and safety community recognise the shift 

to ‘partnering’ and have already started to move their functions towards a health and 

safety partner model, where they are now adding much greater value in the decision 

Smart dashboards delivering you real-time data from your workforce 

in any location are now commonplace
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making and strategic planning of the businesses in which they operate.  Ultimately, they 

provide guidance and counsel on how something can be achieved for the benefit of the 

organisation and its colleagues but managed safely rather than simply being there to 

police decisions already made or take a ‘computer says no’ approach.    

If you want to attract the best talent into roles within health and safety, it’s now essential 

to ensure that you’re continuously looking to improve the tools at their disposal and the 

impact they can have within the business.  Your workforce is changing, they won’t accept 

outdated practices and ways of doing things. They want the right tools and a culture 

where they can actively make a difference, or they’ll seek out a place where they can.
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7.   Experience the benefits of a digital health 
and safety solution.

Deploying a software solution to manage health and safety in 
your business will:

• Increase the efficiency overall of your health and safety processes

• Improve employee engagement and feedback at every level

•  Reduce the risk of work-related illnesses and injuries – on average gaining back up 
to a day per month

• Enable your business to prove compliance in the event of a claim

• Save money in the short and long term with more efficient practices

• Help in the attraction and retention of employees

•  Win new clients with tender processes often requiring the need to demonstrate 
innovation in health and safety

•  Enable you to realise the benefits of large amounts of health and safety data as 
machine learning begins to shift to predicting cause for concern well in advance of 
any near miss

Digitalisation is not going away, with digital workflows increasingly being deployed 

to save time across all aspects of a business. The result is time saved on day-to-

day management, compliance work and high-effort low-value activities, enabling 

professionals to spend more time doing what they do best.

The businesses that value and understand the ROI on investing in new ways of delivering 

a health and safety culture are standing out in the marketplace from both a customer and 

colleague perspective – those who are slow to adopt this are being left behind. 

Investors around the world are increasingly 
prioritising safety and sustainability 

in their non-negotiables. 

By building a future fit health, safety and wellbeing culture, you are demonstrating the 

value you place on your people and the communities in which you operate. As a leader 

within your business, it is time to step forward and take up your own role in pushing your 

organisation into a safer, more sustainable future.
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8.   A simple guide to going digital with your 
health and safety.

The benefits of going digital with health and safety for your 
workforce and your organisation are significant and proven. 
However, there are a few things to consider. The following are 
some key areas to watch out for.

1.  Move your safety reporting onto a digital platform
  This is the easiest step in the process, but also the most crucial. Digitising your Health 

and Safety reporting allows colleagues to report from anywhere in the world at 

any time of the day or night, from their smartphone, home computer or at work in 

seconds.

2.  Make compliance easy - for all levels of management
  Managers will be more motivated by the digitalisation of your Health and Safety 

procedures.  Your company will achieve better compliance by making the process 

easier, faster and more streamlined. 

3.  Track compliance and identify gaps
  Proving compliance when an audit has flagged an issue when the paper trail has gone 

cold can be a nerve-racking experience. With the right digital solution, the invisible 

becomes visible and you can instantly see:

 •  The status of every safety audit

 •  How many actions are outstanding, by whom, and for how long.

4.    Fast reporting and resolving of issues
  Simple digital workflows ensure that the right person sees the right data at the right 

time - allowing them to make the right decision.

5.  Implement time and cost-efficient training and feedback.
  Training and coaching is a vital aspect of safety compliance, yet many companies find 

it challenging to implement them during busy work periods. Make sure you have the 

ability for an investigator of an incident to provide direct feedback to the reporter. 

This could be to give them positive praise, or to give constructive data rich coaching.
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6.   Your software should be your first line of defence in a crisis.
  We are all aware of the potential cost of non-compliance. Should a crisis present itself, 

your software should ensure you are well-equipped to piece the evidence together for 

your insurance provider, or even in a courtroom, to prove compliance at all stages. 
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9.   Key points to help identify the right 
safety software solution for your 
business. 

•  Look for an easy-to-use solution that provides a digital health, safety and 

environmental management system.

•  Find a solution that meets most of the needs of your industry and business size ‘out 

of the box’ but can provide customisations that are built for and around your team.

•  A team of friendly experts you can work with who can guide you through getting set 

up with the software within a few hours is critical.

•  The ability to deliver a cost-effective safety management plan that will help reduce 

your financial risk.

•  Finding a partner rather than a supplier – a software provider that continues to 

support you and values your business and is able to demonstrate strong customer 

advocacy off the back of that approach.

Start your search today for the right digital solution. Click here for your free Notify trial 

or to talk to one of our safety specialists. Or you can visit www.notifytechnology.com. 

Sources

gov.uk

hse.gov.uk

london-fire.gov.uk
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10.  Some background on Notify.

Notify Technology are the pioneering creators of mobile-first 
health, safety and wellbeing software, with a global mission to 
make a billion people safer at work.  

Since 2017, the company has been focused on developing simple, smart, secure software 

that helps organisations manage safety, health, environment and quality compliance – 

and increase employee engagement. In that time, Notify has grown a client base in over 

100 countries.

Through their easy-to-use digital health and safety products - Notify IM [Incident 

Management], Notify AI [Audits & Inspections] and Notify RA [Risk Assessments] - Notify 

makes it easy for clients to configure health and safety reporting and management for 

their specific business needs. Smart dashboards provide real-time trends and analysis and 

offer actionable insights.

As an example, with Notify’s Incident Management software, every member of your 

workforce can report accidents, incidents and near-misses instantly via a mobile app, 

wherever they are located. Managers can investigate reports, create and track corrective 

and preventative actions, mitigate risks and share learnings - all in real-time.

The knowledgeable and friendly team at Notify are passionate about safety and wellbeing 

at work and will do everything they can to ensure every client has exactly what they need 

to deliver best-in-class health and safety at work.

Smart Health & Safety Software.
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11.  Customer insights: 

“We are now able to get real time data from 
our staff on safety, quality and innovation 
observations meaning that we can make 
informed, data driven decisions. This has helped 
drive both our safety culture and continuous 
improvement within the business. Our original 
methods involved very manual processes such 
as individuals writing observations on cards 
that were then collated. This process was slow 
and unreliable and didn’t allow us to easily 
identify trends that could be used to identify 
and address risk.”

Andrew Jellis
CEO, VVB Engineering

“The system of manually sending out near-miss 
forms and waiting for a response (which could 
take anywhere from two days to two weeks to 
complete and receive back) was long-winded and 
difficult to manage.

The NotifyIt app was so simple that the extent 
of system training was, ‘download the app and 
send a test report’. The whole team was online 
within 20 minutes and the system was rolled 
out that day.”

Craig Lawrie
QSHE Manager at Velocity UK Ltd
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“We were stuck between paper processes and 
rigid off-the-shelf solutions, seeking an intuitive, 
configurable and secure platform to manage the 
complete process of reporting and managing 
incidents, near misses and accidents. Use of the 
Notify app is second nature to those who need to 
use it, and the focus is now on using the data to 
encourage more consistency throughout different 
teams, and consolidating the improvements 
already achieved. In turn, this gives the Health 
and Safety team time back so that they can plan 
ahead and add additional proactive measures, so 
that risk is managed at a more strategic level.”

Graeme Timms
Head of Health and Safety, Alexandra Palace

“We needed a more efficient, modern and scalable 
incident reporting system to replace both our 
existing off-the-shelf software product and the 
remaining elements of our reporting framework 
that were still paper-based. Notify has helped to 
minimise risk and ensure that all Travis Perkins 
staff are as safe as possible whilst carrying out 
their work. Notify allows our users to submit 
incidents from any web-enabled device and via 
a smartphone app in under sixty seconds, with a 
time saving of 30%. Notify has delivered a four-fold 
increase in near-miss reports across several Travis 
Perkins’ divisions, protecting over 30,000 workers.”

Frank Elkin
Divisional Chief Executive Officer at Travis Perkins



hello@notifytechnology.com

(+44) 330 390 0530

https://www.linkedin.com/company/notify-technology-ltd

www.notifytechnology.com

@notifysafety

@NotifyTech Smart Health & Safety Software.


